Ivermectin Cuts Indonesia Covid By 98%, Aussie Cases UP 500% With Lock-N-Vax
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When we last looked at Indonesia their massive wave in Covid cases had just peaked after
ivermectin was approved again on July 15th. Since then the cases have dropped from 50,000
a day to about 900. On a per capita basis today Indonesia is managing Covid about ten times
better than Australia. Think about that.
Remember the reason for the Indonesian surge. In June, they had a controlled rolling caseload
of 5,000 a day. It was not rising thanks to a philanthropist called Haryoseno who had been
arranging for ivermectin supplies at low cost to help people.
But in a fit of modern-medicine, in line with the deadly WHO recommendations, the
Indonesian government banned ivermectin on June 12th. Cases took off. Mayhem
ensued. And about 90,000 people died in the following surge.
By early July the anti-parasitic drug ivermectin was hot property in Indonesia, even if it was
banned. A number of high-ranking politicians championed it, and people were flocking to
buy it.
“ Indonesians have ignored health warnings to stock up on a “miracle cure” for COVID-19
backed by leading politicians and social media influencers, as an out-of-control virus surge
sweeps the country.” — July 8th, NDTV
By July 15th the Indonesian government relented, and BPOM approved Ivermectin as
Covid-19 Therapeutic Drug. By July 18th new daily cases peaked across Indonesia and now
they are lower than they were before. During the surge, at least two million Indonesians were
infected.
Perhaps Governments shouldn’t run around banning a wonder drug so safe that researchers
in Australia feed it to small children to kill head lice.
Google Trends show Indonesians were searching for ivermectin in early July. The average
Indonesian apparently knows more about treating Covid than our Minister of Health. More
even than our Chief Medical Officer.
Greg Hunt could have managed the Covid debacle so much better if he’d just phoned up a
pharmacist in Bali.

Compare The Rich-Mans Vax Plan

Australia, on the other hand, decided to vaccinate 15 million people or 70% of the entire
population and still has twice as many cases as Indonesia does — even though Indonesia has
ten times as many people and only on third of the government revenue.
The Australian TGA committee banned ivermectin on Sept 11th, by the way, possibly to
make sure we didn’t accidentally eliminate Covid, or Pfizer’s third quarter profits. Who can
tell?
That lockdown-and-vax plan and the roadmap to freedom doesn’t seem to be working too
well. In Australia billions of dollars were burnt at the stake, not to mention the health risks of
using experimental prophylactics, while Indonesia reduced Covid cases by 98% for about
point-one percent of the cost and the main side effects were the deaths of worms, lice and bed
bugs.
If Gladys had just dished out the Ivermectin — Uttar Pradesh style — on July 5th, the
outbreak would have been over in a few weeks.
Since July 18th when Indonesia cases peaked, Australian cases have grown from 31,000 to
150,000.

The only thing more scary than the Ministry of Health’s incompetence is that politicians and
philanthropists in the third world have more freedom than Australian ones do. The Indonesian
media is more worth watching than the Australian ABC.
At this point people are still dying who could be saved.
As David Archibald says “It means that Australia could end its covid problem anytime it
wanted to at hardly any expense at all. Our government would be aware of what the

Indonesians have achieved. It also means that any covid deaths from here on are statesanctioned murder. “

The Wonder Drug That Disappeared
My summary of Ivermectin
If you only email friends one link — make it this story. It’s the biggest medical scandal
since 1850— Why is a cheap safe drug being ignored? Could it be that there would be no
medical emergency and no need to rush out other riskier new treatments which are still
classed as “experimental” if there was a safe alternative? There are billions of reasons to ask
this question but newspapers wouldn’t publish the story.
In desperation, some Americans are going to court to get rulings to order doctors to use
Ivermectin on their loved ones. Even if they win, sometimes hospitals still refuse to use it on
patients with few options left. One family hired a helicopter to take their mother away from
intensive care in a hospital that refused to give Ivermectin (and had a happy ending). The
debate is so suppressed, there are rumours the US President was treated with it in secret last
year.
For peer reviewed studies read: The BIG Ivermectin Review: It may prevent 86% of Covid
cases.
Ivermectin has also been used, with apparent success in India, Peru and Mexico (and so many
other places). Covid cases fell in the states of India that approved Ivermectin use but rose in
Tamil Nadu where it wasn’t permitted. Despite the success, India’s Health dept suddenly
stopped Ivermectin use again and people in India are suing the WHO in disgust. In Peru,
Ivermectin cut covid deaths by 75% in 6 weeks.
The FDA and others will say there is little evidence of success so far, but that’s a scandal in
itself. Why are there no large trials? And why are other drugs like Remdesivir approved with
only one trial? Ivermectin is so safe some 3.7 billion doses have already been used around
the world. The inventors won a Nobel Prize for its discovery in 2015.
We’ve known it might be useful since April last year, when an Australian group searched
through many cheap safe drugs looking for any that might help against Covid. The news then
was “Another possible cure for coronavirus, found in sheep dip: Ivermectin”. This was just a
lab study, and it suggested doses would need to be too high.
Even so, successes keep turning up in the real world? By July last year there were already
signs Ivermectin could save as many as 50%. Why were large trials not started then? The UK
trial is hobbled from the start.
See more here: joannenova.com.au

